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St James’ Church of England Primary Academy 
Minutes of Full Governing Body Meeting Monday 4th May 2020 5pm Videoconference 

Present    
Martin Leamon (ML) (Chair) Esther Vaughan (EV) Jonathan Adams (JA) 
Jeremy Payne (JP) (Principal) Sally Wood (SW) Jonathan Perkins (JPe) 
Val Powis (VP) (Vice-Chair) Leanne Dixon-Box (LD-B) Sarah Baptist (SB) 
Michael Owen (MO) Nikki Bowen (NB) Alastair Brown (AB) 
Bianca Attie(BA) Richard Kelly (RK) (Guest) Tracy Allen (Guest) 
Divya Bheekee (DB)  Clerk: Brian Townshend 

 
Start time: 5.00pm                                      Part A- Non-confidential 
 
Governor challenge/questions highlighted in blue. 
 
 Minutes Action 

1. Welcome and Opening Prayer   
ML welcomed everyone to the meeting and said the opening prayer. Richard Kelly was 
introduced as the recently appointed Business Manager. 
 

 

2. 
 

Apologies 
Apologies were received from Sally Wood, Reverend John Pares, Richard Burgas and Rob 
Woolner. 
 
 

 

3. Register of Business Interests  
There were no changes.  

 
 
 

4.  Acceptance of Minutes of FGB Meeting 2nd March 2020   
The minutes were approved as a true and accurate record.  
ACTION: ML to send written sign off to the clerk. 
 

 
 

ML 

5. Outstanding Part A Actions from the FGB Meeting 2nd March (not in agenda items) 
and matters arising. 
FGB1410: 5 – SEF. In view of the current Covid-19 crisis and the fact that there will be 
no SIAMS inspection this academic year further consideration is to be deferred to the 
Autumn term. 
FGB020320:3 – Website Audit. JP has undertaken a number of key updates whilst 
some requirements are still outstanding. A recommendation was made that RK could 
provide support. c/f 
 
 

 
 
 

JP 
 
 

JP 
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6. Pupil Premium.  
Tracy Allen was welcomed to the meeting and focussed her Pupil Premium update on 
the broad work being undertaken to support vulnerable children, and their parents, 
during the current Civid-19 pandemic crisis.  
Each class teacher contacts each class pupil at least once per week. TAs make chaser 
calls if, for whatever reason, there has not been any contact. Any concerns are referred 
to the Pastoral team (TAs, ELSA TA, SEN TA and the Family Support Worker) who meet 
Friday weekly. A range of actions may follow, e.g. calls from the school office, SEN 
support or extra pastoral calls/videos. If appropriate, matters are referred to the 
Safeguarding team (JP, AB, TA and the Family Support Worker) who meet Monday 
weekly. When questioned TA advised that approx. 50/60 children (39 families) receive 
an extra call. This has risen from the c.11 vulnerable children and 25 other pupils with 
concerns in the first week of lockdown. TA is concerned about the mental and 
emotional health of some of the children, many of whom feel isolated because they 
cannot meet with their friends.  JP commented that there is a fine line in many cases 
between what the school can support and what the parents need to provide. 
TA advised that there is a team of five adults in addition to teachers providing these 
support calls. Three families are getting a daily call. 
When asked by the Chair TA agreed that in a number of cases the discussion centres 
around coping strategies, sometimes for the parents as much as the child. 
 
JP advised governors that great care is required in managing many disparate situations.  
In some instances referral is required to specialists such as the Educational 
Psychotherapist Team. He is pleased with what is being achieved to date. 
When asked about the duration of calls TA advised that some parents do not want to 
engage, some class teacher calls can be no more than 5 minutes whilst pastoral care 
team calls can be much longer. 
 
JP expressed his sincere gratitude to TA for all her hard work and achievements which 
was endorsed by governors.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7.   Principal’s verbal report re. impacts of Covid-19 lockdown. 
JP continued the Covid-19 crisis update by outlining the activities of the ‘Virtual 
School’, led by Beth Dodd, John Slattery and Charlotte Price.  
The Chair asked whether any of the laptops promised by the government for 
vulnerable pupils had materialised, JP referring to the activities of the Oak Academy 
but that nothing had materialised to date. He commented that some government 
announcements have not been effectively implemented (e.g. Free School meal 
vouchers) and that he has contacted the local MP. When asked, JP clarified who is 
eligible for these vouchers. 
 
A governor asked JP how he is monitoring staff wellbeing. JP advised that there are 
regular open forum meetings and ongoing virtual interaction amongst teachers and the 
St. James’ community team ethos has very much come to the fore. Some teachers have 
struggled with their own personal circumstances and they have been fully supported.  
 
JP asked governors for their guidance on his single biggest challenge – how to manage 
and disseminate to the right colleagues the vast amount of information being obtained 
on the pupils. The potential use of Office 365 One Note and TEAMS was suggested and 
detailed discussion ensued regarding some of the features and benefits. JP was 
recommended to thoroughly define the group collaboration flows and processes 
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before adopting a particular methodology. A governor also flagged that My Concern 
can be adapted to flag Covid-19 related welfare issues. 
ACTION: JP is to speak further with MO and the school’s IT consultant, Luke Prince.  
 
Staffing:  
The pre-Easter teacher staffing model has been continued which has been very well 
received by parents, as expressed in the recent parent survey which was very 
complimentary generally. A proposed ‘Wellbeing Wednesday’ approach received a 
mixed reaction from parents though and as a compromise optional English and Maths 
activities will continue to be provided in addition to a wellbeing activity.  
 
All teachers send out learning via email and recently started TEAMS video calls with up 
to six children at a time have been well received and will be continued.  
 
At school an additional adult has been added to look after Class One (Years One and 
Two) and Class Two (Years Three, Four and Five) may also increase to three staff. 
AB attends school in the morning, TA in the afternoon and JP is there most of the time.  
 
Planning for return: 
JP attended a meeting today with Julia Coleman from BCP and fifteen other 
headteachers to discuss early considerations for a staggered return. Julia liaises with 
the DfE and Regional Schools Commissioner. A government announcement is expected 
on 10th May, possibly instigating a partial return after half-term. Primary schools will be 
prioritised with particular focus on Early Years and Years Five and Six. Some pupil 
groups may not return after the Summer holiday and, even then, there may well be 
some constraints. JP flagged to governors the many practical considerations required 
regarding ensuring adequate social distancing and protection for everyone. Essentially, 
there will be three concurrent types of school: physical, virtual, and one for key 
workers. The SLT have held early planning discussions. 
 
Delivery of the Curriculum:   
The Pre-Christmas curriculum approach has been changed and weekly topics have 
been introduced (e.g. VE Day) to fully engage pupils. 
 
Academy Improvement Plan: 
This is currently on hold and will remain so for some time whilst even a partial 
lockdown continues.  
 
JP emphasised that clear guidance is required from the government on what the school 
is supposed to be and that the correct messaging to parents will be very important.  
 
A governor asked JP how speculative he thought the discussions have been to date and 
went on to say the SLT could only do what the physical and resource constraints 
allowed them to do, that the school is unlikely to get precise requirements and that it 
won’t always get things right. Key priorities would continue to be safeguarding, 
protecting the vulnerable, and delivering the best learning possible.  
 
Governors agreed that the Curriculum Committee meeting on 11th May should be 
postponed and the Resources Committee meeting on 18th May turned into a combined 
FGB/Resources meeting for governors to discuss the next stages of re-opening 
considerations. ACTION: Clerk to organise and communicate.  

 
 

JP 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Clerk 
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8.  Resources Committee Meeting 30th March 2020.  
The minutes were presented and there were no questions arising. 
  

 
 
 

9.  Spring Term Link Governor Visit Reports. 
Spring term reports had been previously circulated – in some instances they are 
awaiting write up.  
 
JA summarised his F2F meeting with Tom Holland re. Science. When asked, he 
confirmed that in his view Tom had appreciated the discussion.  
BA has met with John Slattery, commending his enthusiasm and significant work 
undertaken in Maths curriculum planning for the whole school. A discussion ensued as 
to whether teachers had enough time to fully manage their subject, noting that this is a 
constant constraint. 
 
The Chair advised that an important consideration is always what the governing body 
can do to support the school staff. He reiterated the importance of the link governor 
meetings and written reports to enhance governor awareness and demonstrate their 
engagement to staff. 
 
MO commented that ICT teaching faces two key challenges, namely that it is not fully 
adopted throughout the school and that some teachers are not themselves fully 
comfortable in the subject. This is changing with the current provision of the ‘Virtual 
School’.   
 
To conclude, the Chair endorsed the importance of such reports but questioned 
whether they should be undertaken this term. JP stated that they could continue with 
the proviso that sufficient notice is given and they are appropriately planned.  
 

 

10.  P&WDAT Update  
See Part B confidential minutes. 
 

 

11. Policy Reviews 
JP proposed the adoption of standard wording as an annex to the Child Protection 
Policy reflecting the current Covid-19 crisis. This was unanimously agreed.  
 

 

12.  Safeguarding Governor Report 
JPe referred to his recent review with AB and subsequent report as presented. Eight of 
the twelve vulnerable pupils identified by BCP are attending school, which is well above 
the national average. Two more have very recently been added. 
JPe referred to the KCSiE 2020 focus on online safety and the extra challenges and 
need for vigilance posed by the crisis. He referenced the updated Child Protection 
Policy; the need in some cases to have physical sight of the pupil (e.g. using TEAMS); 
the frequency of contact; and the work being maintained in the ARK curriculum.  
 
AB added that, as highlighted by the post-lockdown parent survey, some 98% of 
parents have access to online learning. Facilities have been pooled and AB is liaising 
with Wayne Chappell at BCP. Social distancing is being maintained as much as possible 
and extra cleaning of equipment is being undertaken. Apart from the timetabled triage 
sessions the SLT talk daily to ensure that no child ‘slips through the net’. 
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A weekly report is sent to BCP regarding vulnerable pupils and certain approaches have 
been commended as best practice to share with local schools.       
 

13.  Governance Matters. 
1. P&WDAT Terms of Reference. 

The Clerk asked whether the Governing Body should adopt the belatedly produced 
P&WDAT 2019/20 Terms of Reference (received on 29th January 2020) for the next 
academic year or continue with the current approach. There are a small number of 
important changes. ACTION: The Clerk is to provide a summary of the changes at 
the meeting on 13th July for further consideration. 

2. Governor Skills Audit 
The Clerk has conducted further analysis of available options and favours the 
version produced by the National Governors Association which is based on the DfE 
Governor Competency Framework. This is also favoured by the Chair and its 
adoption was agreed. 
ACTION:  Clerk to request completion by all governors before 13th June and 
collate/present outcomes to FGB on 13th July. 

3. Forthcoming Governor Terms of Office expiries.  
Richard Burgas’ term expires on 13.06.2020. ACTION: Clerk is to invite RB to 
continue as an Associate governor, noting his time restrictions but potentially 
valued contribution to ongoing strategic considerations. 
Rob Woolner’s term of office expires on 31.08.2020. It was noted that Rob’s work 
commitments often preclude him from attendance. ACTION: ML to contact RW 
and discuss.  

4. Governing Body Logistics 
MO proposed that the Governing Body should consider the use of Office 365 
TEAMS for governor meeting/correspondence management and document 
management/storage as opposed to the longstanding Dropbox approach. This was 
endorsed by the Clerk. Office 365 is GDPR compliant and has rigorous cyber 
security although there is no automatic back up. Document printing is possible. 
There would be a need to archive/transfer existing records.  
ACTION: MO and the Clerk are to provide a ‘pros and cons’ paper for consideration 
at FGB on 13th July.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

 

 
 
 
 
 

Clerk 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Clerk 
 
 

Clerk 
 
 
 

ML 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MO/Clerk 

14.  Correspondence/Any other business 
See Part B Confidential Minutes. 

 
 
 

15. Date of Next meeting 
Combined FGB/Resources Meeting 18th May 2020 at 5pm 

 
 
 

16.  Close of Meeting and Grace 
The Chair led Grace. The meeting closed at 7.30pm. 
 

 

 

 

Summary of o/s actions overleaf: 
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FGB1410: 5 SEF: JP is to provide at the next FGB meeting. 

Update 11th November: JP presented the current draft which is work in progress. C/f 
Update 20th January: c/f Update 3rd March: Discussed. Ongoing. 
Update 04.05: In view of the current Covid-19 crisis and the fact that there will be no 
SIAMS inspection this academic year further consideration is to be deferred to the 
Autumn term. c/f 
 

JP 

FGB200120:4 Church School Ethos: Vision and Leadership: ML will lead a discussion on one of the 
seven strands of the SIAMS review at the next FGB meeting. Update 3rd March: c/f  
Update 04/05: In view of the current Covid-19 crisis and the fact that there will be no 
SIAMS inspection this academic year further consideration is to be deferred to the 
Autumn term. c/f 
 

ML 

FGB020320:1 Pupil Premium presentation. The Clerk is to invite Tracy Allen to the next FGB meeting. 
Update 04/05: Presentation made. CLOSED. 
  

CLOSED 

FGB020320:2 SIAMS SEF: All governors are asked to read the latest version in Dropbox. Action 
update 05/04: Completed. CLOSED. 
 

CLOSED 

FGB020320:3 Website Compliance Review. This has been undertaken by JP who confirmed that the 
website is largely compliant and that he will address the few omissions.  
Action update 04/05: JP has undertaken a number of key updates whilst some 
requirements are still outstanding. A recommendation was made that RK could 
provide support. c/f 
 

JP 

FGB020320:4 Sally Wood Foundation Governor Renewal: SW expressed her desire to continue for a 
further 4-year term as a Foundation Governor. She was nominated by VP and seconded 
by EV. Clerk is to progress the renewal application. Update 04/05: Renewal application 
being progressed. c/f 
  

Clerk 

FGB020320:5 FGB Terms of Reference. The Clerk referred governors to the recently received 
P&WDAT model FGB Terms of Reference, backdated to last September. These will be 
reviewed next term. Update 04/05: The Clerk is to provide a summary of the changes 
at the meeting on 13th July for further consideration. 
 

Clerk 

FGB020320:6 Governor Skills Audit. The Chair has requested that a governor self-audit is undertaken, 
as recommended by the P&WDAT, noting that the last audit was undertaken 2-3 years 
ago. An online version is preferred. MO is to investigate options. Update 04/05: The 
Clerk is to request completion by all governors before 13th June and collate/present 
outcomes to FGB on 13th July. 
 

Clerk/ 
Governors 

FGB040520:1 Acceptance of Minutes of FGB Meeting 2nd March 2020. ML is to send the Clerk 
written sign off.   
 

ML 

FGB040520:2 Use of TEAMS/One Note for staff information collaboration: JP to speak further with 
MO and with the IT consultant, Luke Prince.   
 
 
 

JP 
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FGB040520:3 Next Meeting: Governors agreed that the Curriculum Committee meeting on 11th May 
should be postponed and the Resources meeting on 18th May turned into a combined 
FGB/Resources meeting for governors to discuss the next stages of re-opening 
considerations. Clerk to organise and communicate.  
 

Clerk 

FGB040520:4 Forthcoming Governor Terms of Office expiries: Richard Burgas’ term expires on 
13.06.2020. The Clerk is to invite RB to continue as an Associate governor, noting his 
time restrictions but potentially valued contribution to ongoing strategic 
considerations. 
 

Clerk 

FGB040520:5 Forthcoming Governor Terms of Office expiries:  Rob Woolner’s term of office expires 
on 31.08.2020. It was noted that Rob’s work commitments preclude him from 
attendance. ML is to contact RW and discuss.  
 

ML 

FGB040520:6 Governing Body Logistics: MO proposed that the Governing Body should consider the 
use of Office 365 TEAMS for governor meeting/correspondence management and 
document management/storage as opposed to the longstanding Dropbox approach. 
This was endorsed by the Clerk. Office 365 is GDPR compliant and has rigorous cyber 
security although there is no back up. Document printing is possible. There would eb a 
need to archive/transfer existing records.  
MO and the Clerk are to provide a ‘pros and cons’ paper for consideration at FGB on 
13th July.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
 

MO/Clerk 

 


